
Statistics for Microarrays:

Design, Analysis and Inference

Exercise sheet 1: Design of Microarray Experiments

1. Optimal pooling is a method to combine microarrays and available (tissue) samples
in the statistico-economically most effective way. In the lectures, we have deduced
the following result:

If the costs of a microarray (including dyes) is Ca and the costs of taking an individual
sample from a population is Cs, then the most optimal number of samples per pool n
is:
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and the number of pools p needed to achieve a level σ0 standard error of a certain
condition is:
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where σε and ση are the technical and biological variation respectively.

(a) In order to get used to R write a little functions that given a certain cost structure
and certain levels σ0, ση and σε calculates the values for n and p. Use the following
outline:

op <- function(c.array, c.sample, s.0, s.eta, s.epsilon){

n <- ...

p <- ...

list(optimal.no.pools = p, optimal.no.samples.per.pool = n)

}

Use the function to calculate optimal pooling scenarios in a few situations.

(b) We also saw that it is possible to connect the value of σ0 to the certainty we
would like to have about being able to detect certain fold-changes:

If you would like to detect and f -fold change with at a α significance level, then
choose
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where z1−α is the 1− α quantile of the standard normal distribution.

Advanced exercise: For those who have time, extend the previous function to
calculate n and p given the parameters f and α.



2. Optimal design is a matter of applying the observations to the conditions in such
a way that the parameters of interest are estimated most “optimally”. We consider
2 types of optimality associated with a particular design matrix and a particular
parametrization β:

• A-optimality = minimizing Trace[(X tX)−1].
Minimizes the sum of the variances of the parameter estimates.

• D-optimality = minimizing Det[(X tX)−1].
Minimizes the “generalized variance” of the parameter estimates.

In this exercise we focus on the R-function od to calculate optimal microarray designs.

(a) Calculate the A-optimal design for 5 conditions with 5 arrays, with respect to
the canonical parametrization δ = (δ21, δ31, δ41, δ51):

od1 <- od(5, 5, optimality="A", contrasts = F, dye=F)

Is the answer what you expected?

(b) Unfortunately, A-optimality depends on the particular parametrization. There-
fore, rather than minimizing the average variance of the parameter estimates
of the particular parametrization, it is perhaps more sensible to minimize the
average variance of all contrasts {dij | i > j}.
od2 <- od(5, 5, optimality="A", contrasts = T, dye=F)

This may not quite look like what your neighbour has, but this will change (to
some extent) if you redraw the conditions and arrows.

plot.od(od2, method="sammon")

(c) Check what happens when you use D-optimality instead of A-optimality:

od3 <- od(5, 5, optimality="D", dye=F)

D-optimality is in fact independent of the particular parametrization.

(d) Are you satisfied about the direction of the arrows in the previous designs? As
there is no effort in these designs to estimate a possible dye-effect, the direction
of the arrows does not really matter in the calculations. However, in practice
it might matter. Let’s include a directional “dye” parameter in the model and
optimize the design also over this parameter:

od4 <- od(5, 5, dye = T)

(Note: the default is A-optimality for all contrasts).

(e) It is possible to use od for any kind of situation. For example, for large designs
such as:

od5 <- od(15, 45)



This may look rather messy and sometimes it is easier to redisplay this design
via:

plot.od(od5, method="sammon", magic = 0.1)

plot.od(od5, method="sammon", magic = 2)

(f) The optimum is searched with 1,000 simulated annealing simulations by default.
This might not be enough. See what happens if you increase the number of
iterations:

od5b <- od(15, 45, n.iter=5000)

Compare the scores of od5 and od5b.

(g) Still, this solution may not seem very appealing, as it might be difficult to imple-
ment in practice without making some mistake. In that case, we could restrict our
search to a subclass of symmetric design, the so-called interwoven loop designs.

od6 <- od(15, 45, method="loop")

(h) There are some time-course experiment in which it is particularly interesting to
measure the development of the gene expressions in a particular host over time.
Rather than conditions, we would consider time-points as our treatment levels.

Several practitioners have expressed that they are more interested in “far-away”
comparisons, rather than “nearby” comparisons. Therefore, it would seem rea-
sonable to weight each contrast δij by a certain value depending on the time-
distance between i and j, i.e., |i − j|. The simplest weighting function is given
as

wij = w|i−j|, where w > 0.

This has been implemented in od:

od7 <- od(5, 7, weight = 2)

(i) Microarray studies are typically part of a larger investigation. Typically pre-
liminary results suggest new research directions and perhaps more microarray
experiments. It could therefore be interesting to extend an existing microarray
design with several new conditions and several new microarrays in such a way
that the data from these arrays can be integrated into the existing study.

For example, assume that we would like to extend a design with 5 conditions and
5 slides by 3 more conditions and 6 more microarrays:

od8 <- od(5, 5)

od9 <- od(3, 6, extend.design=od8)


